Some Of The Most Flexible
Server Cabinets Available
Claytek WN & WS Series Cabinets Feature Unique Accessibility, Management & Security Features
Server racks and cabinets
have come a long way from the
days of being rigid, stationary
necessities for data center operation. Today, you’ll find racks
and cabinets that offer plenty of
choices for modularity, airflow,
security, and even color.
Claytek, part of iStarUSA,
is taking rack and cabinet
designs a step further, though,
with its new WN and WS series
cabinets. The cabinets offer
accessibility, security, and
mounting options that make
them among the most flexible
server cabinets on the market
today, says Luke Yang, iStar
product manager.

structures to ensure
stability. The meshed
metal front and back
doors allow for maximum airflow, and
optional fan slots on
the top can provide
additional ventilation
if needed. In addition, the WN Series’
double rear doors
require less space
to open, making the
cabinets ideal for
data centers where space is at
a premium.
Features such as mounting
rails that can be adjusted for
depth, heavy-duty casters that
come with wheel locks and
Opens Four Ways
extendable leveling feet, and
In today’s data centers, being key locks on all sides ensure
able to quickly and easily access equipment is stable and secure.
equipment is key. That’s why
the WN Series cabinets (pic- Sleek, Unique Look
tured) open four ways: front,
The Claytek WS Series cabback, and both sides. That ver- inets take much of the same
satility makes the WN Series versatility you’ll find in the
suitable for any type of data WN cabinets and puts it into
center. Cabinets are available a cabinet with a sleek, unique
in five heights (15U, 22U, 36U, design that can accommodate
42U, and 52U) and three depths equipment for virtually any
(31.5, 39.5, and 47.2 inches) for IT application. The cabinets
a total of nine models.
are compact, making them
The cabinets have high- suitable for office, studio, and
quality aluminum and steel school environments.

Heavy-duty casters ensure
you can easily move the cabinet as needed, but once you
have the cabinet where it’s
needed, height-adjustable feet
stands ensure stability. You can
remove the side panels for easy
access to repair or replace parts.
Plus, WS Series cabinets have
M5 tapped holes on the mounting rails, so equipment can be
secured directly onto the posts.
WS Series cabinets come in
three depths (15, 19.7, and 27.6
inches) and seven heights (4U,
6U, 7U, 9U, 10U, 14U, 20U),
with nine models available.

commitment to using cuttingedge designs and technology,
while working to continuously
improve its precision manufacturing, on-time delivery, and
customer service, Yang says.
In addition to providing
products for sale via channel partners such as Ingram
Micro, Synnex, ASI, and
Ma Laboratories, he says,
iStarUSA offers OEM/ODM
products and services with
exceptional design flexibility
and rapid prototyping. P
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